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What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 31 IntrodutionDiagnosis under partial observation is a lassial problem in automati on-trol in general, and has reeived onsiderable attention in disret event system(DES) theory, among other �elds. In the DES setting, the approah that wewill all �lassial� here supposes that the observed system is an automatonwith transition set T , (behavioural) language L ⊆ T ∗, and a set of observabletransition labels O. The assoiated labeling map, let us all it η : T → O inline with the formalism used below, may not be required injetive, and leavessome transitions from T unobservable, in partiular fault φ. The observationshave the form of words w ∈ O∗ obtained by extending η into a homomorphism
T ∗ → O∗. A lassial de�nition of diagnosability is given in [CL99℄, following[SSL+95℄; writing s ∼η s′ i� s, s′ ∈ T ∗ are mapped to the same observable wordin O∗, we an state it as follows:

L is non-diagnosable i� there exist sequenes sN , sY ∈ L suh that:1. sY is faulty, sN is healthy, and sN ∼η sY ;2. moreover, sY with the above is arbitrarily long after the �rst fault, i. e. forevery k ∈ N there exists a hoie of sN , sY ∈ L with the above propertiesand suh that the su�x sY/φ
of sY after the �rst ourrene of fault φ in

sY satis�es |sY | ≥ k.Conurrent systems are di�ult to supervise using the lassial approah be-ause of the state explosion problem. Moreover, onsider intrinsially asyn-hronous distributed systems, suh as enountered in teleommuniations ormore generally in networked systems. Here, the use of models that re�et theloal and distributed nature of the observed system, suh as Petri nets or graphgrammars, is helpful not only in terms of omputational e�ieny, but also on-eptually. Putting these ideas together, we were led in [BFHJ03℄ to arry overdiagnosis to asynhronous models and their non-interleaved semantis ; see alsothe disussion of the neessity for using partial order methods in [FB07℄. Thisgeneralized methodology for fault diagnosis is based on the non-sequential exe-utions of labeled Petri nets, that is, the partial order semantis in ourrenenets and event strutures. The approah was extended to graph transformationsystems for modelling dynamially evolving system topologies in [BCHK10℄. Wehave provided a series of results [HBFJ03, Haa07, Haa09, Haa10℄ on partial orderdiagnosability for Petri nets, in the spirit of the above de�nition. While the se-quential ase is embedded and generalized in these results, new features emergein partial ordered runs that have no ounterpart in sequential behaviour; thisled to the distintion between strong and weak observability and diagnosabilityproperties in [HBFJ03, Haa10℄.Bauer and Pinhinat [BP08℄ have given a topologial view on diagnosabilityin terms of sequential languages. The present work develops a framework thatinludes both sequential and partial order semantis, retrieving and generaliz-ing as a speial ase the results of [BP08℄ and showing onnetions betweenweak and strong properties. The key onstrution is that of suitable metris onevent strutures. For this, we generalize a standard onstrution to be found in[BMP90, Kwi90℄ and others, in suh a way that progress and observation prop-erties an be aptured in the resulting topology. Event strutures provide a uni-fying semantial model both for the sequential and non-sequential viewpoints.RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 4That is, both sequential languages as in [CL99, BP08℄ AND the partial ordersemantis given in [Eng91, NPW81℄ and used in [FBHJ05, Haa10℄, assoiateevent strutures to a system; and the metri topology given here oinides, onthe sequential semantis, with the Cantor topology used in [BP08℄. With thesetools, the properties of weak and strong diagnosability from [HBFJ03, Haa10℄beome di�erent instanes of a general property, eventual diagnosability, forgeneral labeled event strutures. The di�erene between the weak and strongproperties lies thus in the hoie of semantis that produes the event struturemodel of behaviour for the system that is investigated.Struture of the paper: We begin in Setion 2. with the basi de�nitions for(labeled) event strutures. The following Setion 3. investigates partial obser-vation and diagnosability, and develops the main general results of this paper.Setion 4 speializes to safe Petri nets, and studies properties haraterizingweakly diagnosable nets. We then onlude in Setion 5.2 Event StruturesLet A be a set. A∗ , {a1 . . . an | ai ∈ A} is the set of all �nite words over A;the set of in�nite words over A is denoted Aω. Let 1A be the indiator funtionof A, i.e. 1A(x) = 1 i� x ∈ A and 1A(x) = 0 for x 6∈ A. Let f : A → B be apartial funtion. Write f(a) ↓ if f is de�ned on a ∈ A, and f(a) ↑ otherwise.The domain of f is dom(f) , {a ∈ A | f(a) ↓}, and the image of f is
f(A) , {b ∈ B | ∃ a ∈ dom(f) : f(a) ↓ ∧ f(a) = b}.We shall be using throughout this paper prime event strutures (PES) followingWinskel et al [NPW81, Win℄, with partiular attention to labeling. Fix somealphabet A 6= ∅.De�nition 1 A (labeled) prime event struture (over alphabet A) is a tuple

E = (E , 6, #, λ), where1. E = supp(E) is the support, or set of events of E,2. 6⊆ E × E is a partial order satisfying the property of �nite auses, i.e.setting [e] , {e ′ ∈ E | e ′ 6 e}, one has
∀ e ∈ E : |[e]| < ∞, (1)3. # ⊆ E×E an irre�exive symmetri on�it relation satisfying the propertyof on�it heredity, i.e.

∀ e, e ′, e ′′ ∈ E : e # e ′ ∧ e ′ 6 e ′′ ⇒ e # e ′′, (2)4. λ : E → A is a total mapping alled the labelling. Events e, e ′ ∈ E areonurrent, written e co e ′, i� neither e = e ′ nor e 6 e ′ e ′ 6= e nor
e # e ′ hold. If co = ⊥, i.e. if co is the empty relation, we all Esequential. An A-labeled event struture is alled simple1 i� no label anour onurrently on two di�erent events; that is, i�

e co e ′ ⇒ λ(e) 6= λ(e ′). (3)1one might all it safe or auto-onurreny freeRR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 5

Figure 1: The simple event struture of Example 1. Arrows represent ausalpreedene 6, and dashed lines stand for on�it #; only minimal relations arerepresented, all others are generated by transitivity and inheritane.A simple labeled event struture will be alled an SES.Let E1 = (E1, 61, #1, λ1) and E2 = (E2, 62, #2, λ2) be two A-labeled event stru-tures. If (i) E1 ⊆ E2 and (ii) for all e, e ′ ∈ E1,
e #1 e ′ ⇔ e#2e

′ and e 61 e ′ ⇔ e 62 e ′,then E1 is a sub-event struture of E2.Example 1. Let
E , {ai, bi, ci, di | i ∈ N}

A , {a, a∗, b, b∗, c, c∗, d, d∗}and for all i ∈ N,
λp(a, 2i) = a ∧ λp(a, 2i + 1) = a∗

λp(b, 2i) = a ∧ λp(b, 2i + 1) = b∗

λp(c, 2i) = a ∧ λp(c, 2i + 1) = c∗

λp(d, 2i) = a ∧ λp(d, 2i + 1) = d∗.De�ne sets A , λ−1
p ({a}), A∗ , λ−1

p ({a∗}), A , A ∪ A∗ and analogously
B, B∗, B, C, C∗, C, D, D∗, D. LetRR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 61. for i < j, ai < aj , bi < bj and di < dj , but ci#cj ,2. a2i#ci, ai#dj and bi#dj for any i, j ∈ N;an illustration is given by Figure 1. One easily heks that E = (E , 6, #, λ)thus de�ned is an SES.Pre�xes and Con�gurations. The set of auses or prime on�guration of
e ∈ E is [e] , {e ′ | e ′ 6 e}, as de�ned above. A pre�x of E is any downwardlosed subset D ⊆ E , i.e. suh that for every e ∈ D , [e] ⊆ D . Pre�xes of
E indue, in the obvious way, sub-event strutures of E in the sense of theabove de�nition. Denote the set of E 's pre�xes as D(E). Pre�x c ∈ D(E) is aon�guration if and only if it is on�it-free, i.e. if e ∈ c and e#e ′ imply e ′ 6∈ c.Denote as C(E) the set of E 's on�gurations. Call any ⊆-maximal element of
C(E) a run of E ; denote the set of E 's runs as Ω(E), or simply Ω if no onfusionan arise.In the ontext of Example 1, one heks that, e.g., [ci] ∪ [bj ] and [ai] ∪ [bj]are some of the on�gurations for all i, j ∈ N; the runs are ωAB , A ∪ B,
ωciB , [ci] ∪ B for i ∈ N, and ωD , D.2.1 Labeled event struture morphismsThe modeling of observation projetion leads us to introdue a dediated lass ofmorphisms for labeled event strutures, whih speializes Winskel's morphismsfor event strutures (see [Win, BCM01℄):De�nition 2 Let E1 = (E1, 61, #1, λ1) and E2 = (E2, 62, #2, λ2) be two primeevent strutures. A partial mapping f : E1 → E2 is a morphism i� for all
e1 ∈ dom(f),1. [f(e1)] ⊆ f([e1]),2. and for all e′1 ∈ dom(f),(a) f(e1)#2f(e′1) implies e1#1e

′
1, and(b) f(e1) = f(e′1) and e1 6= e′1 together imply that e1#1e

′
1.A morphism f : E1 → E2 is alled an (A−) morphism i�, in addition,1. dom (λ1) ⊆ dom (f ) and dom (f ) ⊆ dom (λ2),2. ∀ e ∈ E1 : λ1(e) = λ2 (f (e)) .

E1 and E2 are (A-)isomorphi, written E1 ∼A E2, i� there exist morphisms
f : E1 → E2 and f −1 : E2 → E1 suh that for all e1 ∈ dom(f ) and all e2 ∈
dom(f −1),

f − (f (e1)) = e1 and f
(

f −1 (e2)
)

= e2.Note that Abbes [Abb06℄ de�nes a di�erent lass of morphisms: full mapping
f : E1 → E2 is a morphism i� it is order-preserving between the underlyingposets and if moreover f re�ets on�it. This lass is less appropriate thanthe above for our purposes sine it does not allow for fusion of observationallyequivalent on�iting on�gurations, nor for unobservable events.RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 7Write D1 ⊑A D2 i� D1 is A-isomorphi to a pre�x of D2. For c1, c2 ∈ C(E),let
[[c1]]A ⊓ [[c2]]A , [[c3]]A,where c3 is the unique ⊆-maximal pre�x of c1 suh that c3 ⊑A c2. This sym-metri operation an be seen as the intersetion of two on�gurations up to

A-isomorphism.For a given on�guration c ∈ C(E), we denote the set of on�gurations in Ethat are A-isomorphi images of c as
[[c]] , {c′ ∈ C | c′ ∼A c} .2.2 Metris.The sets C(E) and Ω(E) an be equipped with Lawson or Sott topologies, orwith natural metris ; we will follow and generalize the latter approah, similarto metrizations of traes as studied in [KK03℄. Our pseudometris allow toapture in partiular partial observation and fault equivalene. Our prinipaltool are µ-Heights: Let µ : A → R

+
0 be any total mapping; we shall refer to µas a weight funtion. As a partiular ase, onsider µ(e) ≡ 1E : we will refer thisas the ounting weight. The following onstrution yields pseudometris thatare equivalent (in topologial terms) to the pre�x metri [Kwi90℄ and the Foatanormal form metri [BMP90℄, see [KK03℄, when the ounting weight is hosen;other hoies of weights allow to generalize to observation and fault equivalene.The µ-indued ∗-height H∗

µ(D) of a pre�x is de�ned reursively by setting,for ∅ representing the empty preset,
H∗

µ(∅) , 0 (4)
H∗

µ([e]) , H∗
µ([e] \ {e}) + µ(e) (5)

H∗
µ(D) , sup

e∈D

(H∗
µ([e])). (6)Now, for τ ∈ [0,∞) let Uµ

τ be the τ-pre�x under µ, i.e.
Uµ

τ ,
⋃

{

D ∈ D(E) | H∗
µ(D) 6 τ

}

, (7)and let Eµ
τ be the prime event struture that E indues on Uµ

τ . Then de�ne
Hµ(c) for all c ∈ C(E) as

Hµ(c) , sup{τ | c ∈ Ω(Eµ
τ )}. (8)Note that in general, for any on�guration c,

Hµ(c) 6 H∗
µ(D); (9)we will all any on�guration suh that equality holds in (9) progressive.Note thatHµ(•) is invariant under A-isomorphism. Thus, let Ψµ(•) : C(E) →

[0, 1] and the µ-pseudometri dµ(•, •) be given by
Ψµ(c) , 2−Hµ(c) (10)

dµ(c1, c2) , Ψµ(c1 ⊓ c2). (11)Again, onsider µ(e) ≡ 1E ; denote as H(•), Ψ(•) and d(•, •) the assoiatedheight, oniseness and pre-distane. We observe for this speial ase:RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 8Lemma 1 For all c ∈ C,
H(c) = ∞ ⇒ c ∈ Ω. (12)Proof: Assume c 6∈ Ω, and let e ∈ E\c suh that there is no e ′ ∈ c suh that

e ′#e, and let n , H([e ′]). Then H(c) 6 n < ∞ by de�nition of H(•). 2As noted above, Hµ(•) - and thus all the above funtions derived from it -are invariant under isomorphisms.Example 1 ontinued. In the ontext of example 1, see Figure 1, observe�rst that A and B are on�gurations but not maximal. Consider now theounting height. Here - as in any event struture - all sets of the form Sc ,
{ω ∈ Ω | c} for c ∈ C(E) �nite, are open sets; the set {ωAB} oinides e.g.with Sc31

, where c31 , [(a, 3)] ∪ [(b, 1)]. One obtains that {ωAB}, {ωD} and all
{ωciB} are open; so are of ourse their unions and intersetions. In partiular,
SB = {ωAB, ωc1B, ωc2B , . . .} is also an open set. However, for the on�guration
A2 = A∪{b1, b2}, SA2

= {ωAB} not an open set, sine any open neighbourhoodof ωAB must ontain some ωciB. Hene it is not the ase in general for in�niteon�gurations c that Sc is open, in ontrast with the ase where c is �nite.Further, one heks that on�gurations [a2]∪ [b2] and [c2]∪ [b4] are progressive,but e.g. [a6] ∪ [b4] is not.Let us now hoose a weight µ on E suh that for all i, µ(a, 2i) = µ(c, i) = 1but µ(a, 2i + 1) = µ(b, i) = µ(d, i) = 0. Then {ωD} is not open in Tµ sine anyneighborhood of ωD ontains ωc1B.3 Observability and DiagnosabilityLet E = (E , 6, #, λ) with λ : E → A, and η : A → O a partial observation map-ping into an observation alphabet O. For a given labeled prime event struture ,let Eη , {e | η (λ (e)) ↓} be the set of visible events, and Eε , {e | η (λ (e)) ↑}the set of invisible events. Using the above onstrution, we obtain the visibleheight Hη(•), observable oniseness Ψη(•) and pre-distane dη(•, •), respe-tively, by setting µ ≡ 1Eη . Write E1 ∼η E2 i� the two strutures with λ replaedby η ◦ λ are O-isomorphi.Observability. To avoid tedious ase distintions, we assume heneforth thatall runs of E are of in�nite height; if neessary, onsider any �nite-height runextended by an in�nite hain of dummy events.De�nition 3 A labeled ES E is observable w.r.t. η i�
H(c) = ∞ ⇒ Hη(c) = ∞. (13)For an illustration, let O = {a} and de�ne - in the ontext of Example 1 - thepartial mapping η : A → O suh that η maps a to a and is unde�ned otherwise.Then E is not observable w.r.t. η sine one has, for every i ∈ N,

H(ωciB) = ∞ ∧ Hη(ωciB) = i − 1.RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 9Topologies. Clearly, any hoie of µ : A → R
+
0 and hene of dµ(•, •) de�nesa topology Tµ, alled the µ-topology, on Ω. Note that for µ ≡ 1E , we obtainthe restrition - to Ω - of the Sott topology on C; all this topology T. Further,denote as

C/µ
(E) , {[[c]]η | c ∈ C(E)}

Ω/µ
(E) , {[[c]]η | c ∈ C(E)}the quotient spaes of on�gurations and runs, respetively, under µ◦λ-preservingisomorphism, with assoiated quotient topology Tµ on Ω/µ

= Ω/µ
(E). In par-tiular, set O , Tη.De�ning diagnosability. Let Φ ⊆ E be a set of invisible fault events ; inpartiular, no event in Φ is observable, i.e. λ(Φ)∪ dom(η) = ∅. A on�guration

c ∈ C(E) is alled faulty i� c ∩ Φ 6= ∅, and healthy otherwise. Denote as ΩF(CF ) the set of faulty runs (on�gurations), and ΩNF the set of healthy runs.We observe that if c is faulty, so is every extension of c, i.e. every c
′ ∈ C(E)suh that c ⊆ c

′ is faulty. As a onsequene, we have:Lemma 2 ΩF is open in T.Note, however, that ΩF is in general neither open nor losed in O.We an distinguish three diagnosis states, given by sets of runs:
Fault − definite : FD , {ω ∈ Ω | [[ω]]η ⊆ ΩF}

NF − definite : ND , {ω ∈ Ω | [[ω]]η ⊆ ΩNF}

Indefinite : ID , Ω\ (FD ∪ ND) .If the system is in state FD (or ND or ID), this means that its urrent on�g-uration c is suh that
Ω c , {ω ∈ Ω | c ⊆ ω} ⊆ FD(ND , ID)It is of ourse not feasible to verify diretly the in�nite runs. In [CL99℄, adiagnoser system is built over diagnoser states that orrespond to �nite ob-servation sequenes : a diagnoser state represents the knowledge that an bederived about the eventual diagnosis, from a given �nite observation. We shallnot proeed here by onstruting a diagnoser, sine it is not feasible in generalevent strutures; its state spae would be in�nite in general2. Rather, we givediretly a de�nition of eventual diagnosability notions:De�nition 4 Φ is eventually F-diagnosable for (E , η) i� ΩF is open in O.Dually, Φ is eventually N-diagnosable for (E , η) i� ΩNF is open in O.This is a notion that does not at all take the time after fault ourrene intoaount, ontrary to e.g. [SSL+95, GL℄. It generalizes the traditional de�nitionfrom [CL99℄ given in the introdution, and the ones we presented for Petri netsin [HBFJ03, Haa07, Haa09℄.2Note that, for the ase of Petri nets with sequential semantis (see below), the diagnoseronstrution is arried out in [MND10℄RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 10Metri haraterization. Exploring the topology O to haraterize F-andNF-diagnosability shows us that both are equivalent, on�rming orrespondingresults (see [WLY05℄) in the sequential ase:Theorem 1 If (E , η) is observable, then Φ is eventually F-diagnosable for (E , η)i� for every faulty ωΦ ∈ ΩF , there exists a �nite-height pre�x cΦ of ωΦ suh that
ΩcΦ

⊆ ΩF . Dually, if (E , η) is observable, then Φ is eventually NF-diagnosablefor (E , η) i� for every healthy ω0 ∈ ΩNF , there exists a �nite pre�x c0 of ω0suh that Ωc0
⊆ ΩNF .Proof: Fix ωΦ and assume Φ is eventually F-diagnosable; then there exists

δ = δ(ωΦ) suh that
∀ω ∈ ΩNF : dη(ωΦ, ω) > δ. (14)Let k be any integer suh that k > log2(δ); then let cφ be the smallest pre�xof ωΦ suh that Hη(cΦ) = k. By observability, H(c) < +∞, and (14) impliesthat ΩcΦ

⊆ ΩF . The reverse impliation is obvious. Finally, the proof for theharaterization of NF-diagnosability is exatly analogous. 2We obtain the following additional result:Theorem 2 If (E , η) is observable, then: Φ is eventually NF-diagnosable for
(E , η) i� it is eventually F-diagnosable for (E , η).Proof: Follows from the symmetry of dη(•, •) in the proof of Theorem 1. 2The astute reader will notie that a system may be diagnosable even withoutbeing observable as de�ned in Def. 3. In the ase of non-observability, all runs
ω, ω′ for whih Hλ(c) is �nite, satisfy dη(ω, ω′) = 0. For Φ to be F- or NF-diagnosable in (E , η), the runs of �nite observable height must either all be faultyor all be healthy. In our view, this fat illustrates that all interesting diagnosisproblems onern observable systems.Note that equivalene of F-diagnosability and NF-diagnosability had beenshown in [WLY05℄ for the lassial approah, using an enumeration argumentthat requires sequential semantis; the above generalization shows that it is anintrinsi, semantis-independent feature of diagnosis.In the light of Theorem 2, we will heneforth drop the referene to F and NFas well as the quali�er "eventually", and speak simply of diagnosable labeledevent strutures.Example. In the ontext of the event struture in Example 1, let us nowhoose O = {b, d} with dom(η) = {b, b∗, d, d∗}, where η(b) = η(b∗) = b and
η(d) = η(d∗) = d. If Φ ⊆ {c2, c3, c4, . . .}, then the net is not diagnosable sine
ΩF =

⋃

i∈N
{ωciB, ωciD} is not an open set in O; any neighborhood of ΩF in Oontains ωAB ∈ ΩNF .If one has, on the other hand, Φ ⊆ B, O = {a, d} and dom(η) = {a, a∗, d, d∗},where η(a) = η(a∗) = a and η(d) = η(d∗) = d, then E is diagnosable with respetto η and Φ, sine ΩF = {ωciB | i ∈ N} ∪ {ωAB} is open in O.Su�xes. Note that all pre�xes of E , and in partiular all its on�gurations,onstitute sub-event-strutures of E ; we will denote these strutures with theRR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 11same symbols as the orresponding sets. We have the following su�x objets :For c ∈ C and S ⊆ C, let
Cc , {c̃ ∈ C | c ⊆ c̃} , Ω c , {ω ∈ Ω | c ⊆ ω}

and ΩS ,
⋃

c∈S

Ωc.Further, for any c ∈ C(E), denote as
Ec = (Ec, 6|Ec

, #|Ec
, λ|Ec

),

where Ec , {e ∈ E\c | ∀ e ′ ∈ c : ¬ (e # e ′)} ,the shift of E by c. If c′ ∈ C(Ec), then c◦c
′ is the unique on�guration of E suhthat (i) c is a pre�x of c ◦ c

′, and (ii) c ◦ c
′ ∩ Ec = c

′. For every c
′ ∈ C(Ec),we observe that c

′′ , c ∪ c
′ ∈ c(E); write in this ase c

′′ = c ◦ c
′, and say that

c
′′ is obtained by appending c

′ to c.Strutural Charaterization. The following haraterization result lifts theanologous one unfoldings of safe Petri nets presented in [HBFJ03, Haa10℄ toregular event strutures. For any two �nite on�gurations c1, c2 ∈ C(E), saythat c2 orresponds to c1, written c1 ∼E c2, i� Ec1
∼A Ec2

. Clearly, ∼E is aneqivalene; event struture E is regular i� it has a �nite number of distint ∼E -lasses. In partiular, all unfoldings of 1-safe Petri nets are regular. In fat,all in�nite runs of these unfoldings must pass through an in�nite number of�nite on�gurations orresponding to the behaviour after the same net marking,sine the number of reahable markings is �nite. Any pair (c1, c2) of suhon�gurations with c1 ⊆ c2 satis�es c1 ∼E c2 by onstrution of the unfolding.The onverse - an all regular event strutures be onstruted as unfoldings of1-safe nets ? - is known as Thiagarajan's onjeture [Thi02℄.To omplete our preparations for Theorem 3, let c ∼η c
′ i� there is an η-isomorphism between c and c

′, and c ∼Φ c
′ i� c and c

′ are either both healthyor both faulty.Theorem 3 If (E , η) is observable and regular, Φ is eventually F-diagnosablefor (E , η) i� for all on�gurations c1, c2, c
′
1, c

′
2 ∈ C(E) of �nite height suh that

c1 ⊆ c
′
1 ∧ c1 ∼E c

′
1

c2 ⊆ c
′
2 ∧ c2 ∼E c

′
2,the following holds:

c1 ∼η c2

∧ c
′
1 ∼η c

′
2

∧ H(c1) < H(c′1)







⇒ c
′
1 ∼Φ c

′
2. (15)Proof: To show the �if" part, assume c1, c2, c

′
1, c

′
2 violate (15), i.e. withoutloss of generality1. c

′
2 is faulty, but neither c

′
1 nor c1 are,2. for i ∈ {1, 2}, c

′
i = ci ◦ di, where di ∈ C(Eci) and d

1
1 6= ∅ (d2 may beempty) , andRR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 123. for i ∈ {1, 2}, c′i ∼η ci and c
′
i ∼E ci.It follows that there is a on�guration d

2
i ∈ C(Ec′

i
) that is an isomorphi opyof di. Iterating this argument, let c

1
i , c

′
i = c1 ◦ d

1
i and c

n+1
i , c

n
i ◦ d

n+1
i for

n ∈ N. Then by assumption, H(cn
1 ) →n→∞ ∞ (the same need not be true forthe sequene of c

n
2 ). We have c

n
i ∼η ci for all n; by onstrution, all c

n
2 arehealthy, so Φ an not be F-diagnosable for (E , η) .For �only if", suppose Φ is not F-diagnosable for (E , η). Then there exists

ω ∈ ΩF suh that for any �nite-height pre�x c of ω, there is c
′ ∈ C(E) thatsatis�es c

′ ∼η c and Ωc′ ∩ ΩNF 6= ∅. But then one obtains a violation of (15)from the assumption that E is regular. 24 Appliation to Petri NetsPetri Nets. We will turn now to an important instane of event strutures,those linked to Petri net models.De�nition 5 A net is a tuple N = (P ,T ,F ) where� P 6= ∅ is a set of plaes,� T 6= ∅ is a set of transitions suh that P ∩ T = ∅,� F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of �ow ars.A marking is a multiset m of plaes, i.e. a map from P to N . A Petri netis a tuple N = (P ,T ,F ,m), where� (P ,T ,F ) is a �nite net, and� m : P → N is an initial marking.Elements of P ∪ T are alled the nodes of N . For a transition t ∈ T , we all
•t = {p | (p, t) ∈ F} the preset of t, t• = {p | (t, p) ∈ F} the postset of t . InFigure 2, we represent as usual plaes by empty irles, transitions by squares, Fby arrows, and the marking of a plae p by putting the orresponding number ofblak tokens into p. A transition t is enabled in marking m if ∀p ∈ •t , m(p) > 0.This enabled transition an �re, resulting in a new marking m′ = m−•t+t•; this�ring relation is denoted by m[t〉m′. A marking m is reahable if there exists a�ring sequene, i.e. transitions t0 . . . tn suh that m0[t0〉m1[t1〉 . . . [tn〉m. A netis safe if for all reahable markings m, m(p) ⊆ {0, 1} for all p ∈ P .Sequential semantis. The language L of N is the set of words e0 . . . en overa set E with a mapping λ : E → T suh that λ(e0) . . . λ(en) is a �ring sequene.Assume now that L is trim: any two words w, w′ in L share their ommonpre�x, i.e. if there are u ∈ E∗, x, x′ ∈ E∞ and e, e ′ ∈ E suh that w = uex and
w′ = ue ′x′, then λ(e) = λ(e ′) implies e = e ′. The sequential semantis of N isgiven by event struture Eseq = (E , 6seq , #seq, λ), obtained from L by setting1. e 6seq e ′ i� there exist u, v ∈ E∗ and w ∈ E∞ suh that ueve ′w ∈ L, and2. e#seqe

′ i� there exist ē, ē ′ ∈ E and u, v ∈ E∗ suh that uē, uē ′ ∈ L with
λ(ē) 6= λ(ē ′).RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 13Partial order unfolding semantis. In a net N = (P ,T ,F ), let <N thetransitive losure of F , and 6N the re�exive losure of <N . Further, set t1#imt2for transitions t1 and t2 if and only if t1 6= t2 and •t1 ∩ •t2 6= ∅, and de�ne
# = #N by

a # b ⇔ ∃ta, tb ∈ T :







ta #im tb
∧ ta 6N a

∧ tb 6N b.Finally, de�ne co = co N by setting, for any nodes a, b ∈ P ∪ T ,
a co b ⇐⇒ ¬ (a 6 b) ∧ ¬ (a # b) ∧ ¬ (b < a) .De�nition 6 A net ON = (B ,E ,G) is an ourrene net if and only if itsatis�es1. 6ON is a partial order;2. for all b ∈ B , |•b| ∈ {0, 1};3. for all x ∈ B ∪ E , the set [x] = {y ∈ B ∪ E | y 6ON x} is �nite;4. no self-on�it, i.e. there is no x ∈ B ∪ E suh that x#ON x;5. the set cut0 of 6ON -minimal nodes is ontained in B and �nite.The nodes of E are the events, those of B onditions. One noties quikly thatomplete ourrene nets form partiular ases of event strutures. The anoni-al assoiation of an event struture to an ourrene net ON is by restriting 6and # to the event set E , "forgetting" onditions. In partiular, on�gurationsof ourrene nets are de�ned as sets of events, i.e. on�gurations de�ned asabove for the "stripped" event struture.Ourrene nets are the mathematial form of the partial order unfolding se-mantis for Petri nets [JEV02℄; although more general appliations are possible,we will fous here on unfoldings of safe Petri nets only.If N1 = (P1,T1,F1) and N2 = (P2,T2,F2) are nets, a homomorphism is amapping h : P1 ∪ T1 → P2 ∪ T2 suh that� h(P1) ⊆ P2 and� for every t1 ∈ T1, the restrition to •t1 is a bijetion between the set •t1in N1 and the •h(t1) in N2, and similarly for t1

• and (h(t1))
•.A branhing proess of safe Petri net N = (N ,m0) is a pair β = (ON , π), where

ON = (B ,E ,G) is an ourrene net, and π is a homomorphism from ON to
N suh that:1. The restrition of π to cut0 is a bijetion from cut0 to m0, and2. for every e1, e2 ∈ E , if •e1 = •e2 and h(e1) = h(e2) then e1 = e2.
RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 14Branhing proesses β1 = (ON 1, π1) and β2 = (ON 2, π2) for N are isomorphii� there exists a bijetive homomorphism h : ON 1 → ON 2 suh that π1 = π2◦h.The unique (up to isomorphism) maximal branhing proess βU = (ON U , πU ) of
N is alled the unfolding ofN ; see [JEV02℄ for a anonial algorithm to omputethe unfolding of N . We will assume that all transitions t ∈ T have at least oneoutput plae, i.e. t• is not empty. In this ase, every �nite on�guration c of
ON U spans a on�it free subnet cU = (Ec,Bc,G|(Ec×Bc)∪(Bc×Ec)) of ON U bysetting

Bc ,
⋃

e∈E

(•t ∪ t•) .The following results (see e.g. [JEV02℄) justify the use of unfoldings: The set
cut(c) of 6-maximal nodes of cU is ontained in Bc. Moreover, cut(c) is a o-set, that is, for all distint onditions b, b′ ∈ cut(c), b co b′ holds; and cut(c)is ⊆ −maximal with this property, and suh sets in ourrene nets are alleduts. By setting, for any ut s,

m(s) , π (s) ,we obtain a marking of N . Now, for cut(c) as above, m(c) , m(cut(c)) is areahable marking of N , more preisely the marking that N is in after exeuting�rable transitions in a sequene ompatible with c. Conversely, every reahablemarking m of N is re�eted in this way by at least one on�guration c in ON Usuh that m(c) = m.

Figure 2: Left: a Petri Net ; right: a pre�x of its unfolding, with events bearingthe name of their π-imageThe partial order semantis for N is given by the event struture
EU = (EU , 6U , #U , πE

U )RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 15where EU is the set of events in N 's unfolding βU , and 6U , #U , and πE

U are therestritions to EU of the orresponding elements of βU . By onstrution, thelabeling πE

U for EU is simple in the above sense: this property simply re�etsthe fat that no transition an have more than one onurrent ourrene if thenet is safe.Conneting the diagnosability notions. The notion of F-diagnosabilitygiven in Sampath, Lafortune et al [SSL+95℄ involves existene of a uniformbound on the �time� after ourrene of the fault before diagnosis. It an beadapted to our framework - using a sequential event struture E obtained froma �nite automaton - as follows: let
C∗

φ , {c ∈ CF | ∀c. ∈ C : c
′ ⊆ c ⇒ c

′ 6∈ CF}be the set of minimal faulty on�gurations. Φ is F-diagnosable for (E , η) i� forevery cΦ ∈ C∗
Φ, there exists K = K (c) > 0 suh that the following holds: If

c ∈ C(E) is suh that cΦ is η-isomorphi to a pre�x of c, and the 1-height of cis bounded by K plus the 1-height of cΦ, then c is also faulty:
H1(cΦ) + K 6 H1(c) ⇒ c ∈ CF . (16)then c is also faulty. Note that this de�nition uses the 1-height, not observableheight; we will see below that, under observability, both are equivalent.Charaterizing diagnosable Petri nets. This de�nition had inspired theanalogous one we have given in [HBFJ03, Haa10℄ for safe Petri nets.De�nition 7 Let N = (P ,T ,F ,m0) a safe Petri net, η : T → O a partial map-ping, UN = (B ,E ,G, cut0) its unfolding net, with labeling morphism λ : E → Tgiven by the unfolding morphism. Let φ ∈ T\dom(η) be a fault transition, andlet Eφ , λ−1(φ). Denote by Cprog(N ) the set of N 's progressive on�gurations(ompare (9)):

Cprog (N ) ,
{

c ∈ C (N ) | H(c) 6 H∗
µ(D)

}We say that N is weakly observable w.r.t. η i� its unfolding event struture
EU is observable w.r.t. η. A weakly observable (w.r.t. η) N is weakly diagnos-able w.r.t. η and φ i� there exists n = nN ∈ N suh that for all on�gurations
cφ , [eφ] with eφ ∈ Eφ, every c ∈ Cprog(N ) suh that(a) cφ ⊑ c,(b) c is not dead, and() H(c) > H(cφ) + n,satis�es:

∀c′ ∈ L : c ⊑O c
′ ⇒ Eφ ∩ c

′ 6= ∅. (17)Notie that the role of the set Φ ⊆ E , whih was arbitrary in the above studyof diagnosability in event strutures, is played here by the set Eφ of ourrenesof the same transition φ. The de�nition implies that N is weakly diagnosablew.r.t. φ and η i� EU (N ) is diagnosable w.r.t. Eφ and η.Let us �rst show the following auxiliary result:RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 16Lemma 3 If N is observable, then there exists nO ∈ N suh that for any twoon�gurations c1, c2 ∈ C(N ) suh that c1 ⊑ c2 and c1 ∼O c2, H(c2) 6 H(c1).Proof: Suppose for every n ∈ N there exist c1, c2 suh that H(c2) > H(c1)while c1 ⊑ c2 and c1 ∼O c2. Then the pigeonhole priniple implies, sine thenumber of reahable markings of N is bounded above by 2|P |, that for any
n > 2|P |, there exist c, c′ ∈ C(N ) suh that1. m(c) = m(c′)2. c1 ⊑ c ⊑ c

′ ⊑ c2,3. H(c′) > H(c) + 1.It follows that c ∼O c
′. Moreover, sine m(c) = m(c′), any �ring sequeneleading from c to c

′ is again enabled in m(c′), hene N allows on�gurations
c(n), n ∈ N, suh that c ⊑ c(1) ⊑ c(2) ⊑ . . . and H(c(n)) > H(c) + n. Thisleads to a ontradition with weak observability as n → ∞. 2We then have:Theorem 4 Use the notations of De�nition 7 and assume N is weakly ob-servable. Then N is weakly diagnosable i� there exists n ∈ N suh that forall
cφ ∈ CΦ(N ) and c ∈ C(N ),

cφ ⊑ c

c not dead

HO(c) > HO(cφ) + n







⇒

{

∀ω ∈ Ω(N ) :
(c ⊑O ω) ⇒ ω ∈ ΩF

(18)Proof: Suppose �rst thatN is weakly diagnosable, i.e. nN as in De�nition 7exists; then n , max(nN , nO) with nO from Lemma 3 has the above properties.Similarly, the existene of n as in the statement of the theorem implies that
nN , max(n, nO) satis�es the properties required in (18). 2Example 2: What Interleavings do and don't see. Figure 2 illustratesthat hoosing a partial order vs an interleaving semantis has important on-sequenes. To see this, note that if the net behaviour is reorded in sequentialform, we still have an event struture semantis; yet the resulting event stru-ture is degenerate in the sense that co is empty. De�ning metri topology et.as above, let Φ = π−1({v}), and assume the observation labellings for Eseq and
EU both satisfy dom(η) = π−1({a}). Then:a) In sequential semantis, the net is not observable: the run ωs ∈ Ω(Eseq)whih onsists only of ourrenes of u and v satis�es Hη(ωs) = 0 and Hλ(ωs) =
∞. Further, (Eseq , η) is neither F-diagnosable nor NF-diagnosable, sine allruns without an ourrene y are observationally indisernable from the run ω′formed only by ourrenes of a and b; this ∼η lass therefore ontains bothfaulty and healthy runs.b) However, with the same assumptions, (EU , η) is both observable and di-agnosable; in fat, all runs ω ∈ Ω(EU ) are F-de�nite.This example shows that the hoie of semantis may deide whether or nota given Petri net is diagnosable. The distintions in the terminology - weak vsstrong diagnosability - are in fat properties of exeution semantis.RR n° 7593



What Topology tells us about Diagnosability in Partial Order Semantis 175 ConlusionWe have ast the dynamis of disrete event systems in a general frameworkthat allows to ompare properties of the non-sequential and the sequential be-haviour. On the level of abstration granted by event strutures, observabilityand diagnosability beome general topologial properties that speialize to ex-isting onrete notions one the semantis (sequential or non-sequential) hasbeen hosen. The veri�ation of diagnosability has been shown to PSPACE-omplete for the sequential ase in [BP08℄. This theoretial bound is a fortioritrue for the non-sequential ase. It is important now to develop e�ient algo-rithms for veri�ation of weak diagnosability; strong diagnosability has reeivedtreated in the existing literature, see e.g. [MC09b, MC09a℄). Current work isaddressing these issues, based in partiular on the results and an investigationof uto� riteria for onstruting suitable �nite pre�xes of unfoldings.Outlook: The topologial framework presented here has the advantage of al-lowing for uni�ed proofs, based on the properties of event strutures regardlessof the semantis that generates them. It is appliable to any kind of systemmodel that has an event struture semantis, and potentially useful for aptur-ing extensions suh as inomplete models, or loss of alarm. Future work willaddress suh extensions.Aknowledgments: This work was partly supported by the European Com-munity's 7th Framework Programme under projet DISC (DI stributed SupervisorControl of large plants), Grant Agreement INFSO-ICT-224498.Referenes[Abb06℄ S. Abbes. A artesian losed ategory of event strutures with quo-tients. Disrete Mathematis and Theoretial Computer Siene,8(1):249�272, 2006.[BCHK10℄ Paolo Baldan, Thomas Chatain, Stefan Haar, and Barbara König.Unfolding-based diagnosis of systems with an evolving topology. In-formation and Computation, 208(10):1169�1192, Otober 2010.[BCM01℄ P. Baldan, A. Corradini, and U. Montanari. Contextual petri nets,asymmetri event strutures and proesses. Information and Com-putation, 171(1):1�49, 2001.[BFHJ03℄ Albert Benveniste, Éri Fabre, Stefan Haar, and Claude Jard. Di-agnosis of asynhronous disrete event systems: A net unfolding ap-proah. IEEE Transations on Automati Control, 48(5):714�727,May 2003.[BMP90℄ P. Bonizzoni, G. Mauri, and G. Pighizzini. About in�nite traes.Report TUM-I9002, TU Münhen, 1990.[BP08℄ Axel Bauer and Sophie Pinhinat. A topologial perspetive on di-agnosis. In 9th International Workshop on Disrete Event Systems,Gothenburg, Sweden, Marh 2008.RR n° 7593
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